


SUMMARY / INTRODUCTION

GOAL FOR THE NFTS? 

XRP Young Avengers NFT is a collection of 70 unique, hand-
drawn NFTs, which will be minted on XRP Ledger. They 
will have different attributes and styles, each with different 
degrees of evolution(scarcity, exclusivity). XRP Avengers 
NFTs will consist of different collections. Each character will 
have only 10 exclusive variations so it makes them very rare. 
Valuation for each variation will be depending on tiers. 
Characters will be listed(evaluated) in tiers - starting from 
Metal, Bronze, Silver, Gold, Ruby, Sapphire, Pearl, Platinum, 
Black Diamond and finishing with the most valuable - 
Ultimate Gem.

New characters will be revealed on a weekly basis on our 
social media platforms. 

Exclusive NFT’s collections of XRP Avengers will help to create 
value of XAVE token holders. These collections will be used in 
holders giveaways and added in open sale for the community. 
Income from the NFT’s will be reinvested in other meaningful 
initiatives from the XRP Avengers with the goal to promote and 
thrive XRPL projects and community.
 

WHAT ARE NFTS?
A non-fungible token (NFT) is a digital asset that exists on a 
blockchain(e.g. XRP Ledger),a record of transactions kept 
on networked computers. The blockchain serves as a public 
ledger, allowing anyone to verify the NFT’s authenticity and 
who owns it.

So unlike most digital items which can be endlessly 
reproduced, each NFT has a unique digital signature, 
meaning it is one of a kind.



MINTING ON XRP LEDGER
All NFT’s of this collection are minted on XRPL ledger in 
Sologenic.org marketplace. Please visit the Sologenic NFT 
marketplace and check out the latest XAVE collections here:
https://tinyurl.com/xavesologenicnft



HOW TO BUY?
All the NFTs are available in Sologenic.org NFT marketplace.  
 
To support new charity and good cause initiatives, 
XRP Avengers have made a decision to give a chance 
to obtain YOUNG XRP AVENGERS NFT’s. 
It’s easy and transparent!

❶ Each of the NFT is determined with a unique price tag.

❷ Find your desired NFT and make EXACT amount 
XAVE payment to XRP Avengers official address: 
rMhonvkq3L2QPggHYura9BNM23gAWtQvKQ

❸ When payment is received your address will be marked in 
this collection checklist and  NFT metadata will be stored on 
Arweave.

❹ If two payments for the same NFT are done then the NFT is 
allocated to the address which made a payment first. And for 
the other address payment is refunded immediately.

❺ For any questions do not hesitate to contact us to email: 
xave@xrpavengers.com or to our Twitter page.

YOUNGA VENGERSO WNER ADDRESS / PRICE

80,000,001 XAVEYOUNG CAPTAIN XRP

YOUNG IRON

YOUNGA SGARDIAN

YOUNG PANTHER

YOUNG DOCTOR

YOUNG NICKY

80,000,002 XAVE

80,000,003 XAVE

80,000,004 XAVE

80,000,005 XAVE

80,000,006 XAVE



YOUNG XRP AVENGERS 
NFT COLLECTION 

This is it! We are so excited to release our Young XRP Avengers 
collection. Total of 7 Young characters are created and 
released to the XRP community! 

❶ Young Captain XRP
❷ Young Iron
❸ Young Asgardian
❹ Young Panther
❺ Young Doctor
❻ Young Nicky
❼ Young Tree

This collection is dedicated to the growth of the XRP Avengers 
project. We all have to be young before we grow up and 
reach our highest level. Young Avengers is going to help us to 
start this amazing journey together with the community and 
great people of XRP. 

At least 3 of 11 NFT’s from each Young character will be as 
a giveaway for XAVE holders. But others will be available to 
purchase them directly. 
Generated funds will be used to develop new charity and 
community good cause projects! Thank you for supporting 
initiatives! 
 
Jump in and be part of this amazing journey to raise the 
community of XRPL! 
We start with the Young Avengers and let’s see how the
grow to Legends!



CHECKLIST
––––––––----––––>



► METAL EDITION NFT 
will be distributed to XAVE loyal holders with giveaways and other activities. 
Follow us and participate to own Metal XRP Avenger!

Metal edition valuated price: 20M XAVE

► BRONZE EDITION NFT 
will be distributed to XAVE loyal holders with giveaways and other activities. 
Follow us and participate to own Bronze XRP Avenger!

Bronze edition valuated price: 40M XAVE



► SILVER EDITION NFT 
will be distributed to XAVE loyal holders with giveaways and other activities. 
Follow us and participate to own Silver XRP Avenger!

Silver edition valuated price: 60M XAVE

► GOLD EDITION NFT ––> HOW TO BUY?



► PEARL EDITION NFT ––> HOW TO BUY? 

► RUBY EDITION NFT ––> HOW TO BUY? 



► SAPPHIRE EDITION NFT ––> HOW TO BUY? 

► PLATINUM EDITION NFT ––> HOW TO BUY?
Payment for this edition must be made in XRP. 
Because we are donating 50% of the Platinum edition income to XQK good cause initiative. 
Gathered funds will be used to aid the areas of the Philippines devastated by the Typhoon. 
Meals, water, and sanitary kits will be handed out to the people in need. Funds will also be 
used to help rebuild the infrastructure and housing.
Please contact our team to adjust the exact XRP value for the purchase 
(XRP price will be calculated based on XAVE market price).



► ULTIMATE EDITION NFT ––> HOW TO BUY? 
Payment for this edition must be made in XRP. 
Because we are donating 50% of the Ultimate edition income to XQK good cause initiative. 
Gathered funds will be used to aid the areas of the Philippines devastated by the Typhoon. 
Meals, water, and sanitary kits will be handed out to the people in need. Funds will also be 
used to help rebuild the infrastructure and housing.
Please contact our team to adjust the exact XRP value for the purchase 
(XRP price will be calculated based on XAVE market price).

► BLACK DIAMOND EDITION NFT ––> HOW TO BUY? 
Payment for this edition must be made in XRP. 
Because we are donating 50% of the Black Diamond edition income to XQK good cause 
initiative. Gathered funds will be used to aid the areas of the Philippines devastated by the 
Typhoon. Meals, water, and sanitary kits will be handed out to the people in need. Funds will 
also be used to help rebuild the infrastructure and housing.
Please contact our team to adjust the exact XRP value for the purchase 
(XRP price will be calculated based on XAVE market price).



► 20% BUYBACK AND BURN.
From each sold NFT - 20% of sales will be used for the XAVE token buyback. 
After the buyback, these tokens will be burned. 
For example, NFT is sold for 100xrp from which 20xrp are sent to a special buyback wallet.
The buyback will be done on a weekly basis with market buy orders. 
On weekly basis purchased XAVE tokens will be burned. 

*This buyback and burn process will be done for all the future XAVE projects 
and NFT collections. More info and details will be released on XAVE Whitepaper 2.0.



FOR MORE
QUESTIONS
CONTACT US:
XAVE@XRPAVENGERS.COM


